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Dareu Wireless Mouse LM106
Make your computer work easier. The versatile Dareu LM106 wireless mouse has a resolution of 1200DPI and connects to the device of
your choice in the 2.4GHz band. It is equipped with 3 buttons and only needs one AA battery to power it.
 
Reliable connection
With Dareu you will free yourself from cables, gain the freedom of movement you dream of and make it easier to keep your desk tidy.
The LM106 mouse works wirelessly and connects with your computer in the 2.4GHz band. Thanks to the applied solutions it ensures fast
and stable transmission - forget about the signal problems!
 
Universal
The LM106 mouse is perfect both for work and for regular Internet use. It has been equipped with 3 buttons with up to 3 million clicks - it
will serve you well for a long time. It is also characterized by 1200DPI resolution and extremely smooth, reliable operation.
 
Comfortable to use
Comfortable to use, even during prolonged work? Now it's possible! The LM106 mouse feels great in your hand and is very lightweight,
weighing just 65g. It also feels very pleasant to the touch. It is also distinguished by broad compatibility - you can easily connect it to a
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computer running Windows or Mac OS.
 
Brand
Dareu
Model
LM106
Color
Black & red
Connection
Wireless, 2.4G
Range
Up to 10m
Number of buttons
3
Button life
About 3 million clicks
DPI
1200
Power supply
1x AA battery (included)
Weight
65g
Dimensions
99.5x60x38.5mm
Compatibility
Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 10, Mac OS

Preço:

€ 6.00

Acessórios para computadores, Mouse, Keyboards
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